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”The tadpole state of the mighty Salamandrakes are known as Dragonlings. 
These BattleMonsters have always been highly coveted among beastmasters for their 
loyalty and strength. In recent years, their population in nature has been greatly dimi-
nished which have in turn caused the price of dragonling eggs to explode on the black 

market. Dragonlings make remarkable companions, as they are highly intelligent 
BattleMonsters, who can be trained to perform incredible tasks in battle, but only if 

raised from an egg. Otherwise they are almost impossible to break. The few that survi-
ve their vulnerable tadpole-state will have a chance to one day grow up and become a 
Salamandrake, one of the most powerful BattleMonsters known to man. These mighty 
amphibious drakes are tough to breed in captivity, meaning many of the eggs sold on 

the black market have been stolen from wild nests. It is impossible to say whether  
this species will survive for long if the vicious hunting continues. Chances are  

he hunting will continue as long as the eggs continue to fetch a high price…” 
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introduction 

Welcome to the world of BattleMonsters. A barren dystopian world where humans are using monsters with 

wicked elemental powers as their slaves. In this world, wars are not only fought with weapons, but also with 

trained monsters unleashing the wrath of the elements upon their enemies. A great world war has razed the 

globe, severely crippling society. Nuclear warfare has led to great uninhabitable fallout zones, separating 

regions by vast radioactive wastelands. People must fight for survival in this anarchistic society with little to 

no government. Colonies and republics ruled by the warlords and tyrants with the strongest BattleMonsters 

are constantly rising and falling in an ongoing post apocalyptic BattleMonster civil war. Do you have what it 

takes to become a beastmaster and lead your own party of BattleMonsters to victory? 

This tabletop miniatures game for two or more players is all about little monsters duking it out against each 

other  in epic pit fights. This booklet contains all the basic rules you will need to play games with your Battle-

Monsters miniatures, as well as tips for how to assemble and paint them. This rules booklet is divided into 

sections, explaining the rules and procedures for playing single battles as well as how to incorporate a seri-

es of battles into larger narrative campaigns, where players can catch BattleMonsters and battle against all 

sorts of villains and bosses in a fight against your rivals to become the ultimate beastmaster! 

 

This booklet contains the basic rules for the game of BattleMonsters.  

An online copy of this booklet, as well as the model stat cards, containing the specific rules of each  

miniature can be downloaded for free online at www.kytegames.com  

 

Kyte Games wishes you good luck on your journey into the world of BattleMonsters. 

”The world famous philanthropist Malcolm Silver created the SilverDrone 

which became the world’s first commercially sold man-made BattleMon-

ster.  These flying drones, capable of understanding voice commands and 

performing simple tasks, quickly became incredibly popular among the 

public, selling so many copies worldwide that the Silver Co. became one of 

the world’s largest and most influential companies. Scandal struck the 

company, when a mysterious cybervirus started infecting the SilverDro-

nes, causing them to run amok and seemingly becoming almost scentient. 

The Silver Co. tried to contain the outbreak by constantly releasing updated 

software patches, but no matter what they did, the SilverDrone techno vi-

rus seemed to evolve and corrupt every  official patch.  After the great war, 

not much is known about the Silver Co. Conspiracy theorists speculate that 

this gigantic company had something to do with the great nuclear arma-

geddon. Some even believe that Malcolm Silver is still alive somewhere , 

working on new and improved  scientific ways to create superior breeds of 

BattleMonsters.” 
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team creation and board setup 

• Before starting the game, participating players must agree upon a number of Battlepoints each player 

has available to spend on their teams. Players can spend their Battlepoints on BattleMonsters and 

items. A team may contain a maximum of 6 BattleMonsters. Up to one item may be purchased from the 

common items section for each BattleMonster included on your team. A team may not include multi-

ples of the same species of BattleMonster unless specifically stated in the model profile. 

• Some BattleMonster model profiles are customizable and require players to choose between diffe-

rent optional actions for their chosen BattleMonsters. It is important to note down on each player’s 

team roster, which optional actions are chosen. Players must also allocate an action number to each 

chosen action. A battleMonster can never have access to more than 4 actions. It is up to players to 

decide if they wish to reveal customized actions to the opponent or keep them secret until they are 

first performed. 

• Gather your models, stat cards, dice and counters. It’s time to play!  The participating players must 

present their chosen team roster to their opponent, including items before the battle begins. 

Each player then secretly chooses one BattleMonster from their team to start out as their active 

BattleMonster. Each player can have only one active BattleMonster at the time, all other BattleMon-

sters are considered inactive and can generally not be targeted or affected by any in-game effects 

while inactive. Each player’s active BattleMonsters are moved forward on the playing surface facing 

each other in the middle while all other BattleMonsters are placed behind or aside while inactive. 

• The goal of the game is to defeat all of your opponent’s BattleMonsters by reducing their HP stats to 0.  

A BattleMonster with 0 HP left is defeated. Defeated BattleMonsters are removed from the board and 

can no longer be used in battle.  

Dragonlings are a popular choice among  

wealthier aspiring beastmasters.  

If raised from an egg, these amphibious  

creatures, will imprint upon their 

master, forming a lifelong bond.  

Tyrant Hatchlings are eternally hungry from the 

moment they hatch. They must consume an in-

credible amount of food in order to grow big and 

strong. These little bastards will bite and chew 

on anything they can find that might be edible.  

 



turn sequence 

• Each player secretly chooses an action by picking an “Action counter”.  

Action Counters are revealed at the same time.  The action counters with an action number cor-

responds to the action numbers on your active BattleMonster’s model profile. Choosing “Action  1” in-

dicates that a BattleMonster has chosen to use action number 1  from its model profile and so forth. 

• If a “Switch counter” is chosen, the player must spend their turn switching out their active BattleMon-

ster, with a friendly inactive BattleMonster of their choice. If a ”Use Item Counter” is chosen, the player 

must spend their turn using an item from their team roster. Always resolve switches and items before 

resolving the results of other actions, regardless of Initiative stats. Some actions may have “always 

strikes first” stated in the action description. Switches and items always take priority over “always 

strikes first” unless specifically stated in the appropriate model profile. 

• If both players choses an action counter, resolve the effects of the chosen action in order of the active 

BattleMonsters’ ”Initiative-stats” (In). The BattleMonster with the highest initiative stat goes first. If 

both active BattleMonsters have the same initiative stat, roll a dice to decide who goes first. 

• In order for an action to be successful, an accuracy check may be needed. When rolling for accuracy,  

consult the accuracy stat of the action you wish to perform and roll a D10. In order for the action to be 

successfull, you must roll equal to or lower than the accuracy stat of the chosen action. Actions with 

an accuracy stat of 10 are automatically successful and do not need an accuracy check. Please note 

that some actions reduce or increase the accuracy of other actions. An action can maximally be incre-

ased to 10 and can never be reduced to less than 1. 

• Resolve effects of actions, by calculating stat-differences, rolling damage dice and possibly applying 

“Vulnerabilities” and “Natural Defenses”, as explained on page 4 and 7 of this booklet. 

• In case the damage done by an action ends up in an uneven number, always round up, unless specifi-

cally stated in the rules of the specific action. 

• After resolving both players’ chosen actions, resolve the effects of any passive damage from active 

triggers and debuffs. 

• A “player turn” is defined by a player performing their chosen action. A “game turn” is defined by both 

players performing their chosen actions and resolving any effects of ongoing triggers. 

• Repeat game turns until one BattleMonster is defeated. 

• Whenever a BattleMonster is defeated, the turn stops. The owner of the defeated BattleMonster must 

immediately choose a new active BattleMonster. After this is done, restart the turn sequence and con-

tinue the battle. 
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action classes 

There are 3 different classes of actions. Each of these three classes have different rules. The class of an ac-

tion can be seen in the action descriptions in each model’s profile along with the action’s name, accuracy and 

effects. Below is a description of the procedureces to follow when performing different actions. 

• Melee: Melee actions represent BattleMonsters attacking their opponents using blunt physical force. 

Melee actions typically do one or more D6 worth of damage, although some may have additional ef-

fects. When a melee action is sucesfully performed, follow the action description from the appropriate 

BattleMonster’s model profile. Add/subtract the difference between the user’s “Attack-stat” (Atk) and 

the target’s “Defense-stat” (Def) to the damage output described in the action description, or rolled on 

the damage dice. Resolve any additional action effects after damage has been dealt. 

• Ranged: Some BattleMonsters have the ability to wreak havoc on their enemies by breathing fire, 

spitting poison or even boil brains within skulls using telekinetic powers. When a ranged action is 

sucessfully performed, follow the action description from the appropriate BattleMonster model profi-

le. Add/subtract the difference between the attacker’s “Ranged Attack-stat” (RA) and the target’s 

“Ranged Defense-stat” (RD) to the damage output described in the action description, or rolled on the 

damage dice. Resolve any additional action effects after damage has been dealt. 

• Trigger: These actions represent various other abilities BattleMonsters might employ in battle. They 

can be stunning electric pulses, hallucinogenic pheromones, pompous displays to appear larger in 

order to intimidate enemies or other similar performances. Triggers typically do not deal direct da-

mage but may cause stats to change, cause the enemy to be afflicted with debuffs and all sorts of 

trouble. Some triggers stay in play for more than one turn or even through the entire game. The dura-

tion of a trigger is always stated in the action description from the appropriate model profile. Use the 

tiny dice included in the game tokens set to keep track of the duration of ongoing triggers. 

When a trigger action is played, just follow the specific action description from the appropriate Battle-

Monster model profile. 

NB: Some actions allow for repeated dice rolls or added damage dice if certain criteria are met. Please note 

that no single action can be increased to roll more than a maximum of 5 D6 damage, unless specifically  

stated in the action description. 



debuffs 

Some actions, namely triggers, may inflict enemies with ongoing negative effects known as debuffs. 

Each BattleMonster can be affected by a maximum of 1 debuff at a time. Using an action that inflicts a debuff 

on a BattleMonster already affected by a debuff does not do anything (please note that some actions both 

inflict debuffs and have additional effects. In this case, apply any additional effects, but skip the debuff-

inflicting part of the action). When a BattleMonster is inflicted with a debuff, place the appropriate debuff-

counter beside the affected BattleMonster. Debuffs do not affect a player’s ability to switch their active Bat-

tleMonster or use items. Neither do they have any effect on inactive BattleMonsters. 

• Stunned: Stunned BattleMonsters have their initiative stat lowered to 1. Whenever a stunned Battle-

Monster wishes to perform an action, roll a D6. On a roll of 1-3, the BattleMonster is completely immo-

bile and cannot perform any actions this turn. On a roll of 4-5, the BattleMonster is okay for the time 

and can perform their chosen action as normal this turn. If a 6 is rolled, the affected BattleMonster is 

imidiately cured. Remove the stunned debuff counter from the affected BattleMonster. 

• Unconscious: Whenever an unconscious BattleMonster wishes to perform an action, roll a D6. On a roll 

of 1-4, the BattleMonster is completely immobile and cannot perform any actions this turn. On a roll of 

5+, the BattleMonster awakens  and can perform any chosen actions as normal. Remove the uncon-

scious debuff counter from the affected BattleMonster. 

• Frozen: Whenever a frozen BattleMonster wishes to perform an action, roll a D6. Only If a 6 is rolled, 

the BattleMonster thaws and can perform actions as normal. Remove the frozen debuff counter from 

the affected BattleMonster. In addition, if a frozen BattleMonster is successfully hit by an action of the 

heat element it immediately thaws, remove the frozen debuff counter from the affected BattleMon-

ster. 

• Burned: Burned BattleMonsters have their attack stat reduced to half its starting value (rounded up) 

while affected by this debuff. In addition, affected BattleMonsters take D6 damage at the end of every 

game turn after affliction. If a 6 is rolled on the damage dice, the BattleMonster is cured of its burns. 

Remove the burned debuff counter from the affected BattleMonster. 

• Distracted: Whenever a distracted BattleMonster wishes to perform an action, roll a D6.  

On a roll of 1-3, the BattleMonster cannot perform any actions this turn and does D6 damage to itself. 

On a roll of 4-5, the BattleMonster is okay for the time and can perform their chosen action as normal. 

If a 6 is rolled, or if the BattleMonster is switched out, remove the distracted debuff counter from the 

affected BattleMonster.  
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• Infected: BattleMonsters affected by the infected debuff takes D6 automatic damage at the end of each 

game turn. Infection can only be cured by using items or by using certain actions. BattleMonsters of 

the toxic element are immune to this debuff even though they are generally not immune to actions of 

the toxic element.  

• Disease: Disease is essentially an upgraded version of the infected debuff. BattleMonsters affected by 

disease takes D6 damage at the end of each game turn + 1  extra damage for every ongoing turn after 

infection. Switching out a Diseased BattleMonster resets the extra damage from ongoing turns to 0. 

Disease can only be cured by using items or by using certain actions. BattleMonsters of the toxic ele-

ment are immune to this debuff even though they are generally not immune to actions of the toxic ele-

ment.  

”Many BattleMonsters employ debuffs to harass their enemies in battle.  

Some of the most notorious are the toxic element BattleMonsters like  Tumoroids, Violet 

Vipers and the mighty Lepusceros Rex.  The toxicity of these monsters can cause  

infection  and diseases which will continually deal damage every turn until treated.  

The slug-like Molluscano can burn its foes with gouts of corrosive slime, while the 

Cordysect Nymph emits clouds of virulent spores that render its enemies unconscious.” 



elements of the battlemonsters 

All BattleMonsters are associated with one or more of the 18 BattleMonster elements.  

BattleMonsters all have their strengths and weaknesses in battle. A creature resembling a plant is naturally 

vulnerable against a creature that breathes fire, while said fire-breathing creature might be bested by a 

creature that spews water and so on. All elements have their respective set of strengths and vulnerabilities.   

A list of the 18 BattleMonster elements can be seen here: 

vulnerabilities, natural defenses and immunities 

Some BattleMonsters exhibit vulnerabilities, natural defenses and even complete immunities against cer-

tain other BattleMonster elements. The specific vulnerabilities, natural defenses and immunities of each 

BattleMonster are represented in each model’s profile. 

 

To calculate the effects of vulnerabilities or natural defenses, multiply the total damage output of an attack 

with the numbers indicated on the vulnerabilities, natural defenses chart found at the bottom of the affected 

BattleMonster’s model profile. Applying vulnerabilities and natural defenses are always done  after calcu-

lating damage but before resolving  any additional effects of an action. 

Please note that each action is associated with a specific element, and some BattleMonsters may have ac-

tions of different elements than their own. When attacking, always use the element of the chosen action, and 

not the element of the BattleMonsters using the Action. 

For example, a BattleMonster of the mind element may perform a  action of another element than mind, 

against a BattleMonster with vulnerability against the mind element, the BattleMonster affected by the ac-

tion is only vulnerable against the specific action if the element of the action can be found on the vulnerabil-

ity chart in its model profile entry.  

Vulnerabilities, and natural defenses do not affect passive damage  from ongoing effects like infection or 

triggers. Immunity, however,  makes a BattleMonster totally immune against all effects of actions, including 

Triggers unless specifically stated in the appropriate model profile. 

 

NB: Players may choose not to include vulnerabilities, natural defenses and immunities in their games, if 

they wish so. This can be especially useful for new players if you wish to simplify the gameplay so that  

players can get used to the basics of the game before introducing more advanced mechanics.  

 

spirit    night    insect    plant  lightning   arctic      

mind       heat     metal    martial    aquatic      air  

earth    stone    toxic     mythic      moon    neutral 

7
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stat changes 

Some actions temporarily raise or lower the stats of you or your opponent’s BattleMonsters.  

When successfully performed, these actions will typically raise or lower one or more stats by a percentage 

of their starting value. In case the base stat of BattleMonster affected by a stat change is an uneven number, 

always round up, unless otherwise stated in the specific action description. 

When a BattleMonster is affected by a stat change, place the Stat Change counter beside the affected Battle-

Monster while the effects are in play. 

The stats of a BattleMonster can maximally be reduced to 50% of its’ starting value, and can maximally be 

increased to double its’ starting value.  

For example, this means that an action that reduces one of your opponent’s BattleMonster’s stats by 25% of 

its’ starting value can be used two times in order to reduce the stat to a total of 50% of its’ starting value. 

However, an action that reduces a stat by 50% can only be used once as stats can only ever be reduced to 

50% of their starting value as a maximum.  Such actions will have no effect if used repeatedly. 

Switching out your BattleMonster immediately cures a BattleMonster of any ongoing stat changes , both pos-

itive and negative. 

”For centuries, monsters have been tamed and used  

during peace and war by beastmasters from around the 

globe. It was not until the end of the great monster war 

that the lack of government lead to everybody being able 

to catch and tame wild monsters. Since then, the natural 

population of many species have greatly declined, and 

many BattleMonsters are bred by rivalling gangs and 

sold on the black market. It is not uncommon to see  

rebellious youths using their BattleMonsters in unlicen-

ced fight clubs throughout the mean streets , meeting for  

duels in murky alleys and abandoned buildings.” 



battlemonsters campaigns 

This section of the rules, allows two or more players to participate in an epic campaign using their Battle-

Monsters Miniatures. Campaigns allow players to create a team over time by encountering and catching wild 

BattleMonsters, spending earned Battlepoints on items as well as battling rivals, villains and bosses while 

competing in the quest to become the greatest beastmaster of them all.   

 

campaign scenario creation 

First, The campaign scenario must be constructed  by the players. It can either be done in a cooporative ef-

ford or by a game master chosen by the players.  This is done by creating teams to be used as hostile encoun-

ters and boss encounters in your campaign. Hostile encounters are non playable teams that players can en-

counter randomly during the campaign while defeating the boss encounters are the main object of the cam-

paign. The Battlepoint value of these teams are decided by the players. Then these teams are created as de-

scribed in the “Team Creation and Board Setup” section of the rules.  Players may choose to include multiple 

“levels” of boss encounters with increasingly powerful teams. By defeating the first boss, players will be 

granted access to challenge the next boss in the line and so on for potentially never-ending campaigns.  

If you choose to play a multiple boss campaign, it is recommended to also create increasingly stronger hos-

tile encounters to continually provide a challenge for players throughout the campaign. It is also recom-

mended for players to use their imagination to create some sort of narrative scenario to go with their cam-

paigns. For example if your campaign takes place in a forested region, perhaps plant and insect element Bat-

tleMonsters might appear more frequently in the wild.  

Players are encouraged to design campaigns that are imaginative and fits with their own narratives.  

A sample campaign with examples of special rules, hostile- and boss encounters can be found on page 14 of 

this booklet. 

When all encounter teams are created, it is time for the participating players to start their journey.  

Each player must select a single starting BattleMonster. It is also up to the players to agree on which Battle-

Monster models are allowed as starters. It is recommended to only use unupgraded BattleMonsters with a 

maximum cost of 20 Battlepoints. A thing to keep in mind when selecting starters is to make sure no player 

will start with an unfair advantage due to the vulnerabilities and natural defenses of the chosen BattleMon-

sters.  Each player also starts out with 10 Battlepoints to spend during the Economy Phase. If one player’s 

starting BattleMonster has a higher Battlepoint cost than the other, the player with the lowest cost Battle-

Monster will receive the difference in cost as bonus Battlepoints added to their starting pool. 
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Dice Roll Result 

1-2 Villains! Encounter a randomly selected hostile encounter. If no ‘’hostile encoun-
ters’ are included in the current campaign quest, the path is clear and no encoun-
ter appears. 
 

3-5 Common Encounter: Encounter a randomly selected basic BattleMonster with a 
Battlepoint value of up to 20 Battlepoints, chosen from the players’ available pool 
of unused BattleMonster models.  
 

6 Rare Encounter: Encounter a randomly selected Upgraded BattleMonster or a 
Basic BattleMonster with a Battlepoint value of more than 20 Battlepoints, chosen 
from the players’ available pool of unused BattleMonster models. 
  

wild encounters: 

A variety of wild BattleMonsters and heinous villains can be encountered by players during the encounter 

phase. Players must roll on the random encounters table below, to see what appears on the next step of their 

journey. If a player is dissatisfied with their result, they may freely choose to flee from any wild encounter 

without any negative consequences, however a player loses D6 earned Battlepoints, if they decide to flee 

from a hostile encounter.  

BattleMonsters encountered in the wild can be captured and added to a player’s team. An attempt at captur-

ing a wild encounter may be performed by a player instead of choosing an action. When attempting to capture 

a wild BattleMonster, roll a D6. If the dice roll is equal to- or higher than the wild encounter’s remaining HP, 

the BattleMonster is successfully captured. A captured BattleMonster can either be added to the victorious 

player’s team or be sold on the black market for  half the Battlepoint value indicated in its model profile plus 

D6 Battlepoints. Please note that a team can include a maximum of 6 BattleMonsters at any time. A player 

must sell one BattleMonster of his/her choosing, should their team ever exceed the maximum allowance of 6 

BattleMonsters. 

 

basic random encounters table 

Whenever a player encounters a random encounter, roll a D6 and consult the table below. 

For the first three turns of any campaign, no roll on this table is needed. Instead, players will always meet a 

“common encounter” during these starting turns. 



hostile encounters 

Players may choose to include hostile encounters in their campaign games. Hostile encounters typically ap-

pear if players are unfortunate enough to roll low on the basic random encounters table, and consists of a  

team of BattleMonsters, which a player must defeat to beat the hostile encounter. Hostile encounters typi-

cally have rewards for defeating them, as well as negative consequences which players must suffer if they 

lose a battle against a hostile encounter. 

BattleMonsters encountered through hostile encounters can never be captured and added to player teams, 

unless specifically stated in the appropriate hostile encounter description. 

It is up to the players to design the teams of hostile encounters used in a specific campaign. This table can be 

used as a reference although players may feel free to adapt and change it up and make their own creative 

hostile encounters to go with their specific campaigns. As mentioned before, players might want to increase 

the strength of hostile encounters as the game progresses if they so wish. 

 

basic hostile encounters table 

Dice Roll Result 

1-2 The hostile encounter team may include up to 2 unupgraded BattleMonsters and 
up to one item for each BattleMonster included. The total Battlepoint value of the 
team must be 35 Battlepoints or less. 
 

3-4 The hostile encounter team may include up to 3 unupgraded BattleMonsters  and 
up to one item for each BattleMonster included. The total Battlepoint value of the 
team must be 45 Battlepoints or less. 
 

5 The hostile encounter team may include up to 3 BattleMonsters, of which one may 
be upgaraded if desired, and up to one item for each BattleMonster included. The 
total Battlepoint value of the team must be 55 Battlepoints or less. 
 

6 The hostile encounter team may be freely chosen as per the rules of team crea-
tion and board setup. The total Battlepoint value of the team must be 65 Battle-
points or less. 
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rewards 

Whenever a player successfully defeats a hostile encounter, roll a D6 and consult the rewards table below. 

 

consequences 

Whenever a player encounters a hostile encounter and loses the battle, roll a D6 and consult the table below. 

Please note that a player must always have at least one BattleMonster on their team. A player’s last Battle-

Monster can never be stolen by hostile encounters. 

NB: Players may of course choose to change these tables or come up with alternatives for use in their cam-

paigns. The tables provided here are to be used as guidelines, and could be customized to fit with the theme 

of your own personal BattleMonsters Campaign. 

 

Dice Roll Result 

1 Player receives D6 Battlepoints, and any unused items included in the hostile  
encounter team. 
 

2-4 Player receives 2D6 Battlepoints, and any unused items included in the hostile  
encounter team. 
 

5 Player receives a random item from the campaign items section, 2D6 Battlepoints, 
and any unused items included in the hostile encounter team. 
 

6 Player receives a random item from the common items section, 3D6 Battlepoints, 
and any unused items included in the hostile encounter team. 
 

Dice Roll Result 

1 A BattleMonster is stolen by the villains. Remove a random BattleMonster from 
the losing player’s team.  
 

2 The  weakest BattleMonster is stolen by the villains. Remove the BattleMonster 
with the lowest Battlepoint value from the losing player’s team. 
 

3-4 Player is mugged, and loses 2D6 Battlepoints and a randomly selected item from 
their inventory. 
 

5-6 Player is mugged, and loses 2D6 Battlepoints. 
 



campaign phases 

The BattleMonsters Campaign is divided into campaign turns. A campaign turn is resolved by completing the 

following 3 phases. All BattleMonsters on any any player’s teams are restored to full HP and cured of any 

ongoing debuffs after every phase.  

• Duel Phase: Participating players battle against each other using their current teams of BattleMon-

sters. If multiple players are participating in the campaign, roll a dice or use another method of ran-

domly determining who is fighting who. After finishing the duel, each player receives D6 Battlepoints 

+D3 Battlepoints for each enemy BattleMonster they defeated during the duel. Players may choose to 

concede a duel at any time during the duel phase if they wish so. However all BattleMonsters on their 

team will count as defeated for the purpose of calculating earned Battlepoints. 

• Encounter Phase: The winner of the Duel Phase gets to choose whether to go first or second in the En-

counter Phase. If multiple players are participating each player rolls a dice, the highest rolling player 

gets to determine the order of who gets to play their encounter phase first.  

During the encounters phase, players may choose to either challenge the next campaign boss en-

counter or to roll on the  random encounters table for the given campaign scenario. An opposing play-

er or nominated game master takes control of any BattleMonsters encountered through random en-

counters and boss battles. If the model profile of randomly encountered BattleMonsters and bosses 

would normally require a player to choose between certain known actions, these actions are random-

ly generated at the beginning of the encounter battle, and will remain chosen if said encounter is cap-

tured and added to a player’s team. 

• Economy Phase: Players may spend any number of earned Battlepoints to purchase items from the 

common and campaign items sections. Earned Battlepoints can also be spent in order to upgrade Bat-

tleMonsters. To upgrade a BattleMonster, a player must have the basic BattleMonster they wish to 

upgrade on their team and pay the Battlepoint value indicated in the upgraded BattleMonster’s model 

profile. Any actions known by an upgraded BattleMonster that would normally be chosen by the player 

are randomly generated when upgrading a BattleMonster during a campaign.  

These three campaign turn steps are to be repeated until a player successfully defeats a boss encounter. 

When a boss encounter is defeated, players must decide whether to end the campaign or to battle on, crea-

ting the team roster for another boss encounter and repeating previous steps until this new boss encounter 

is defeated. A campaign can potentially go on for as many boss encounters as the participating players wish 

to include. 
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example of a narrative campaign 

”In the years following the great monster war, many regions have been  effectively excluded from the estab-

lished society. Due to vast nuclear fallout zones, lacking infrastructure and communication, these secluded 

towns and villages lack order and anarchy rules. Gangs, militias and wealthy families are fighting for control 

and ressources. There are no rules in these skirmishes. BattleMonsters and people alike are taking to the 

battlefields in these times of uncertainty. The town you grew up in, have been taken over by a mob known as 

the Missile Squad. Capitalizing greatly on the nuclear destruction  of the war, their leader, the dastardly  Don 

Zero is ruling the area with an iron fist. With a vast army of grunts and toxic BattleMonsters at his disposal, 

the mobsters are controlling the supplies of clean water as well as the entire BattleMonster trade. You have 

had enough of this and have joined an underground rebellion scheming to take down Don Zero and the Missi-

le Squad.  You and your BattleMonster companions must venture out and explore the region in search of wild 

BattleMonsters to capture and tame. Without powerfull BattleMonsters you will stand no chance. Beware. 

The Missile Squad have eyes and ears all over and their mobsters may lie in ambush behind  every corner.” 

 

To play this campaign, you will need a BattleMonsters Starter Set and a Missile Squad Expansion Pack. 

When playing this campaign, use the following hostile encounter table and special rules. 

 

Dice Roll Result 

1 The hostile encounter team consists of a ‘Luxcelot Kitten’ and a ‘Violet Viper’.  
Furthermore, the team is equipped with one ‘Medicine’. 

2 The hostile encounter team consists of a ‘Luxcelot Kitten’ and a ‘Tumoroid’.  
Furthermore, the team is equipped with one ‘Medicine’. 

3-4 The hostile encounter team consists of a ‘Luxcelot Kitten’, a ‘Violet Viper’ and a 
‘Tumoroid’. Furthermore, the team is equipped with two ‘Medicines’. 

5-6 The hostile encounter team consists of a ‘Luxcelot Kitten’, a ‘Violet Viper’ and a 
‘Tumoroid’. Furthermore, the team is equipped with one ‘Lesser Healing Potion’ 
and two ‘Medicines’. 

Special Rules:  If a battle against a hostile Missile Squad encounter is lost and the roll on the consequences 

table causes a BattleMonster to be stolen, the Missile Squad will always steal any Electrodent model that 

might be present on the losing player’s team. 

The first boss battle represents Don Zero and his personal gigantic Lepusceros Rex. The Boss encounter 

team consists of a ’Lepusceros Rex’ and a ’Greater Healing Potion’. A second boss encounter could represent 

an all out war with Don Zero and his gang. It could for example include the same as above plus a ‘Luxcelot 

Kitten’, a ‘Violet Viper’, a Tumoroid, as well as one ‘Lesser Healing Potion’ and two ‘Medicines’. 

 



common items 

Items from the common items list can be purchased in in any game of BattleMonsters by paying the appro-

priate Battlepoint value from the agreed upon Battlepoint allowance of a game. Please note that a maximum 

of 1 item may be purchased per BattleMonster included on your team. All items are one use only, unless spe-

cifically stated in the specific item effect.  
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Item Name Battlepoint Cost Effect 

Lesser  

Healing Potion 

5 Restore 10 HP to an undefeated BattleMonster on 

user’s team. 

Unstable  

Healing Potion 

10 Restore D6xD6 HP to an undefeated BattleMonster 

on user’s team. 

Greater  

Healing Potion 

25 Restore an undefeated BattleMonster on user’s 

team to full HP. 

Resurrection  

Potion 

20 Resurrect a defeated BattleMonster on user’s team 

and restore it to half its starting HP. 

Ultimate Potion 45 Resurrect a defeated BattleMonster on user’s team 

and restore it to full HP. 

Medicine 5 Cure a debuff from a BattleMonster on user’s team. 

BattleMonsteroids 10 Use this item in conjunction with a Melee or Ranged 

action.  This action does an extra 2D6 damage, but 

also does D6 damage to the user. 

Electrodent  

Battery Collar 

8 Remains in play. 

This item can only be purchased as a held item if 

your team includes an Electrodent model. An Elec-

trodent equipped with a Battery Collar always 

counts as having its ranged attack-stat increased 

to double its starting value. This upgraded stat re-

places the model’s base stat, and do not count to-

wards the maximum allowance of increased stats. 

Battle Bombs 10 Instead of using an action, Deal 2D6 Damage to the 

opponent’s active BattleMonster. Damage from this 

item is not affected by stats, vulnerabilities or natu-

ral defenses. 
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campaign items 

In addition to the common items list, items from this campaign items list can be purchased in exchange for 

earned Battlepoints by players when playing campaign. Items can be purchased by players from their pool of 

earned Battlepoints during the economy phase. 

Item Name Battlepoint Cost Effect 

Advanced Trap 5 Use this item when rolling to capture a wild Battle-

Monster. Add an extra D3 to the dice roll. 

Expert Trap 10 Use this item when rolling to capture a wild Battle-

Monster. Add an extra D6 to the dice roll. 

BattleMonster 

Bait 

5 Use this item during the encounter phase. Reroll your 

encounter on the random encounters table. This item 

cannot be used to cause or avoid hostile encounters. 

BattleMonster 

Pheromones 

15 Use this item during the encounter phase. 

Instead of rolling on the random encounters table, the 

player may choose to encounter any available  Battle-

Monster model with a total cost of 20 or less Battle-

points.  

Silver Scope 10 Use this item during the encounter phase. 

Instead of rolling for a random encounter, encounter 

a wild Toxighast Spectre. 

First Aid Kit 5 Use this item when a wild BattleMonster encounter is 

accidentally defeated. Restore Wild BattleMonster to 

full HP and cure it from all debuffs. 

Training Machine 10 Use this item during the economy phase. Replace an 

undesired customized action on a captured wild en-

counter or upgraded BattleMonster with another   

action of your choosing, from the BattleMonster’s 

model profile. 



painting and modelling.  

Painting and modelling is possibly the most  compelling and important aspect of the miniature gaming hobby. 

This section will take you through some useful basic tips and tricks for assembling and painting your collec-

tion of BattleMonsters miniatures.  

BattleMonster Miniatures are cast in polyurethane resin. When assembling your miniatures, for the best re-

sults, we recommend using superglue also known as cyanoacrylate. For painting, a plethora of opportunities 

are available. Most commonly, miniatures are undercoated with a spray paint to provide a better surface for 

paint to adhere to. Then they are painted using acrylic paints. Some people even like to customize and con-

vert their miniatures , creating different poses or entirely personal creations. As a modeller, your own crea-

tivity is the limit when assembling, converting and painting your miniatures. As long as you make sure to let 

your opponents know what your creations represent from the game rules when playing. 
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                pinning your models 

Some  modellers like to add extra durability to their models by reinforcing 
them with metal pins. Using a hand drill or pin vice, you can drill small holes  
into the assembly points of your models and add pins made  from paper-
clips  or metal wire. This SilverDrone has had its flying stand replaced with 
 a piece of 1,5mm copper wire. This will ensure  that  these delicate    
  parts do not accidentally break during the heat of battle. 

Morten Juel Søndergaard’s BattleMonster Team  features a Cepasaurus Sproutling, a Ripe Reekroot and an 

Electrodent. In battle, the plant– and toxic element monsters use their debuffing and healing abilities for 

stall tactics, while the Electrodent can pick off wounded targets. When upgaded with the ’Battery Collar’ item, 

it can do some serious damage. The team was modelled onto square bases, allowing Morten to use the mo-

dels along with his collection of miniatures in more games than just BattleMonsters. 
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Adam Røhrmann used multiple highlights of 

pale natural colours on his Jetsnapper Spawn 

to give it a realistic and almost albino-like 

look. 

Kris Daniel Pedersen  painted this Mulloscano 

in striking and unearthly colours. A layer of 

gloss varnish was applied to the model after  

painting to give it an appropriate slimy look. 

Rune Juul Brunshøj’s Tumoroid was converted 

so it appears  to be engulfed in a shroud  of 

noxious gasses. The effect was accomplished 

by attaching pieces of crumbled up tissue  

paper to the model and dripping over liquid 

superglue to harden the paper. Be careful 

when trying this at home. The glue setting 

within the fibres of the paper causes an  

exothermic reaction that can reach high  

temperatures. 

Emil Henriksen used multiple  different tones 

of browns, beiges and whites to  paint the skull 

face of his Toxighast Spectre. Brown washes 

were used in the deeper crevaces of the skull 

to create  the effect of shadows.  The base was 

decorated with sand  and small stones to  re-

semble a barren nuclear wasteland. 

showcase 
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Jonas Plass used a reverse highlighting tech-

nique to create a realistic looking flame on the 

tail of his Infant Ignisaur. The painting was  

done by starting from a white base coat and then 

adding highlights in yellows, oranges and reds, 

ending in a final light black drybrush  to similate 

smoke forming at the edge of the flame. 

Kris Daniel Petersen gave this Lepusceros Rex 

model  a dried mud style base made with crackle 

paint, and a bright blue paint job.  He claims that 

it’s not a Lepusceros rex, but in fact a female Le-

pusceros Regina. These beasts  are rumoured to 

display a similar blue colour scheme. Inventing 

little stories like this to justify a colour scheme 

can be an effective way of incorporating weird 

and imaginary paint schemes onto your models, 

while still remaining plausable within the setting 

of the game. As a painter, it is  ultimately up to you 

to choose the colours  of your models afterall. 

showcase 

The Terratalpa model comes with a bit of a sce-

nic base to make the model appear as if it’s 

coming out of the ground. To blend it into the 

base, Jonas Plass used a few layers of sand and 

gravel, which was carefully added around the 

scenic base with PVA glue. The monster was gi-

ven a muted  earthy brown colour scheme as 

befits a burrowing BattleMonster. 
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terrain 

Although a game of BattleMonsters can be played on practically any table surface, playing on a 

board with terrain makes for a much more visually pleasing gaming experience. Kenneth Plass 

created this battle board to match the theme of the cover of this booklet. The terrain piece was cre-

ated from scratch starting with an MDF hexagon measuring 25 centimeters (9,84 inches) from cor-

ner to corner. The sidewalk brickwork was made by cutting little rectangles from styrofoam and 

gluing them on, the middle road was pressed into air drying clay using a texture press. The gutters 

were made from a straw sliced down the middle and cut into smaller sections. These were dipped in 

filler for a textured finish and glued down. The streetlights have actual led lights in them and were 

made from christmas decorations. As a final touch, the board was flocked with static grass tufts 

and miniature leaves.   



 

 

 


